We study a family of models for an N 1 × N 2 matrix worth of Ising spins S aB .
Overview
Some years ago now, a remarkable work introduced a model of non-locally interacting Ising spins whose high temperature phase could be mapped onto a matrix integral, allowing the partition function to be computed [1] . The original interest in this model was due to the fact that the low temperature phase -not captured by a matrix integral -described a structural glass. Our objective in this paper is twofold. Firstly, we will generalize the solution of the model of [1] to several families of N 1 × N 2 non-locally interacting spins. Secondly, we will emphasize that, prior to vitrification, these models can generically undergo topological large N phase transitions. Such transitions are known to be ubiquitous in matrix integrals, the Gross-Witten-Wadia transition being a well-known example [2, 3] , but are nontrivial from the perspective of the original Ising spins. The connectivity of the large N singular value distribution of a matrix of Ising spins gives a simple instance of topological order in a classical spin system.
The heart of the first result is a spin softening theorem, showing that the discreteness of the Ising spin variables is (almost) washed away in the large N i limit. The variables no longer square to unity and a single 'spherical constraint' on the emergent bosonic degrees of freedom remains. This is a well-established phenomenon in spin models [4, 5] . More precisely, given an N 1 × N 2 matrix worth of Ising spins S aB ∈ ±1, we will show that for certain classes of spin Hamiltonians H[S], at temperatures above any glassy or ordering transitions, the partition function
βH[S]
N i →∞ − −−− → 2e
Here M aB is a matrix of bosons. The configuration space of the spins are the 2 N 1 N 2 vertices of a hypercube, while the bosons take values in a hypersphere S N 1 N 2 −1 . The bosonic integrals can be evaluated using standard techniques [6] .
We will focus on the family of Hamiltonians 2) where the trace tr is over the matrix indices and the v n 's are order one couplings. The model with the n = 2 term only, which is quartic in the spins, was mapped to matrices in [1, 7] using a Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling -familiar from replica descriptions of disordered spins [8] -as a key step. In §2 we generalize those arguments to terms with n > 2.
The essential characteristic of the Hamiltonian (1.2) is not the matrix-like interactions, but rather the O(N 1 , Z)×O(N 2 , Z) symmetry (described in [9] ). For example, our spin softening theorem also applies to models of the form H = n un N n a =b [(SS T ) ab ] 2n . To make the spin softening (1.1) tangible, Fig.1 contains the results of numerical simulations of the spin system (1.2) with N 1 = N 2 = 120 together with the large N i matrix integral result. Two illustrative cases are plotted, H = tr (SS T ) 3 and H = −3 tr (SS T ) 4 + tr (SS T ) 5 . The former is the next simplest monomial potential, beyond the n = 2 case studied in [1] . The latter, as we shall see, illustrates how negative terms in the Hamiltonian can induce topological transitions. The energy E = −∂(log Z)/∂β is seen to match up to 1/N i corrections, as advertized, above a glassy transition temperature T gl . Below the glassy temperature, the matrix model energy continues to decrease while the Ising model 'freezes out' [1] . In the plots, we have also marked with a dot the location of the topological transition. These transitions occur prior to the glassy freeze-out and are hence captured by the matrix integral. In §3 we give a detailed description of these third order transitions by solving the matrix integral. In §4 we show how the change in connectivity of the distribution of singular values of the S aB spin matrices can be seen clearly in numerics, even while the non-analyticity in the energy as a function of temperature is very weak. We also describe a finite N approximation to the large N topological order parameter (the number of components of the distribution) that makes the critical temperature identifiable in numerical simulations of the spin system.
In the discussion in §5 we comment on the importance of topological phase transitions for generalizing the spin softening results to quantum matrix spin systems.
Proof of spin softening
In this section, we give a rigorous derivation of 'spin softening', focusing on models of the form (1.2). Many steps are similar to those in [1] , with differences due to the fact that a general potential V (SS T ) cannot be mapped to a Gaussian integral via a HubbardStratonovich transformation.
The strategy can be outlined as follows. First, we trivially rewrite the sum over spin values as N 1 N 2 constrained integrals. Inserting multiple resolutions of the identity, we introduce the collective field G ab = (SS T ) ab as well as a Lagrange multiplier field σ ab . We then show how only O(N 1 , R) singlets contribute at large N i . The resulting path integral is then seen to be identical to the corresponding G, σ integrals for a matrix model with continuous entries M aB and a single spherical constraint. After integrating the collective fields back out, we arrive at the promised spherically constrained matrix model.
The G, σ fields are introduced as follows:
In the last line, we have rewritten the S integral again as a trace over spin operators (not over matrix indices). The next step will be to compute this trace.
The first step in evaluating the trace, following [1] , is to introduce an undetermined set of variables µ a by adding zero to the exponent in the trace as 0 = a µ a (N 2 − (SS T ) aa ).
With this additional term, we can write (this step is where O(N 2 , Z) symmetry is being used)
where, following some standard manipulations [8] z(σ, µ) = 1 step in the spin-softening theorem is now to show that a certain choice of the µ a (thus far arbitrary) renders these non-singlet terms negligible in the large N i limit.
The propagator for the w a in (2.4) is seen to be
A sufficient condition for the non-singlet terms to be negligible at large N is that
This can be verified by expanding the exponential, Wick contracting, and re-exponentiating (see [7] for a more explicit discussion). We can now check that the first set of conditions in (2.5) are automatically true while the latter are not. This second set of N conditions can be imposed, however, by a suitable choice of the N quantities µ a . This amounts to setting
Hereσ ab ≡ 2i(σ ab − µ a δ ab ). It remains, then, to verify the first set of conditions in (2.5).
Assuming that the scaling of the components of G with N is determined by the matrix integral term in the last line of (2.1), we can establish that the variance ∆G ab ∼ √ N by standard random matrix theory arguments. It then follows from (2.1) that ∆σ ab ∼ 1/∆G ab ∼ 1/ √ N , and therefore ∆P ab ∼ 1/ √ N for a = b, while ∆P aa ∼ 1. A more rigorous derivation of these statements is given in Appendix A. These variances give the typical contribution of components of the propagator P to the integral (2.4). The a = b components are of the magnitude required by (2.5), while the diagonal terms are too large.
For this reason, the constraint (2.6) must be imposed. Imposing this condition, we proceed to drop the non-singlet terms in (2.4). While the assumption of matrix scaling of G is selfconsistent, we will see in §4.3 that it fails to capture glassy or magnetically ordered regimes at low temperatures.
After dropping the non-singlet terms in (2.4), simple manipulations (doing the w integral, simplifying the determinants, and introducing a new integral over a matrix M ) lead
to
In the second line, we used the remarkable -and greatly simplifying -fact that the value µ required for (2.6) is precisely the value picked out as the large N saddle point if µ is integrated over. This allows us to avoid needing to find µ explicitly as a function of σ.
Using (2.8) in (2.1), we can do the σ integral (obtaining a delta function) and then the G integral (which 'eats up' the delta function) to obtain
In (2.9), the microscopic N 1 N 2 constraints (S aB ) 2 = 1 have been reduced to the N 1 constraints A (M aA ) 2 = N 2 , imposed by the Lagrange multipliers µ a . To make further progress, we argue that a consistent large N saddle point has µ a = µ for all a. This is true because upon integrating out M to get an effective action for the µ a , the large N saddle point equations for µ a are permutation invariant. Assuming that this is the dominant large N saddle, we finally obtain:
This is the 'spin softened' partition function advertized in (1.1) and seen in the numerical results of Fig.1 . We have also verified numerically that the partition functions (2.9) and (2.10) agree at all temperatures, justifying this last assumption a posteriori.
When the matrix integral correctly captures the large N spin partition function, it will also capture connected correlators of spins of the form tr (
These are obtained by introducing sources J k tr (SS T ) k into the action and differentiating the partition function with respect to the couplings J k . Thus, for example, the energy E = −∂ β log Z and specific heat C = −∂ 2 β log Z are captured by the matrix integral. On the other hand, non-singlet observables such as the magnetization M = aB S aB and the susceptibility χ = aB S aB cD S cD c are not captured by the matrix description (as can be verified numerically).
In Appendix B we show that this spin softening theorem also goes through for the class of Hamiltonians
3 Topological transition in the large N matrix integral
The distribution of singular values
The partition function (2.10) can be computed using standard methods for matrix integrals.
The matrix M admits a singular value decomposition
where U and V are orthogonal matrices and Λ is the diagonal matrix formed out of the singular values {λ i } of M . The matrix integral in (2.10) does not depend on the angular variables U and V , so these integrals can be performed trivially. We will further restrict attention to the case of square matrices with N 1 = N 2 . 1 The measure dM = JdU dV dΛ,
there is an extra log |λi| term in the effective action for the singular values [1, 10] .
This term gives a repulsive force away from the origin and causes the distribution of singular values to be disconnected, even at high temperatures. Topological transitions can still occur in such cases, along the lines of the 1 → 3 transition considered below.
with the Jacobian J = i<j |λ 2 i − λ 2 j | as in [1] . Finally, we introduce the rescaled variables √ N x i = λ i to write
Here, from (1.2),V
On the saddle point iµ will be real, and so we set iµ ≡μ in the following.
At large N , the integrals in (3.2) can be evaluated on the saddle point. The two saddle point equations are
In terms of the normalized and symmetrized density of singular values,
the saddle point equations can be written as the integral equations:
The second equation in (3.6) describes the singular values moving in an external potential
and with a logarithmic repulsive interaction between them. In the high temperature limit (β → 0) the quadraticμx 2 term dominates the external potential V ext (x). One finds that µ → 1 2 . The balance between the quadratic external potential and the logarithmic repulsion leads to the well-known connected Wigner semi-circle distribution. In the low temperature limit (β → ∞), the external potential becomes strong and overcomes the logarithmic repulsion. The singular values accumulate at the minima x of the external potential:
We will proceed to show that in all cases the external potential V ext (x) develops minima away from the origin, and therefore the low temperature distribution is disconnected. This necessitates a topological transition at intermediate temperatures.
Potentials with a unique minimum and the 1 → 2 transition
In this subsection, we consider the case of potentialsV (x) with a unique minimum at the origin. A disconnected distribution arises at low temperatures because the constraint dxρ(x)x 2 = 1 does not allow all the singular values to collapse to zero. This translates intô µ < 0 in the external potential (3.7) at low temperatures. The external potential now has a pair of minima at x = ±x , leading to a distribution with two disconnected components at low temperatures:
. The constraint dxx 2 ρ(x) = 1 then fixes x = 1, and henceμ → − 1 2 βV (1). The energy (3.18) of this zero temperature state is E = N 2V (1). For this class of potentials, therefore, we expect a transition from 1 → 2 components at intermediate temperatures. We proceed to characterize this transition in detail. In the following subsection, we will consider the case whereV (x) already has additional minima, prior to consideration of the constraint.
The second integral equation in (3.6) can be solved using well-known methods [6] . In particular, the connected 'single-cut' solution can be written in the form
with support on [−a, a]. Here, B denotes an incomplete beta function. The distribution has the form of a polynomial times √ a 2 − x 2 . Given the solution (3.8), the two constants a and µ are determined by imposing dxρ(x) = 1 and dxρ(x)x 2 = 1. The integrals can be done explicitly, and the constraints becomê
In solving the constraint equations, it is important to restrict to solutions where the distribution ρ(x) is everywhere non-negative.
At some critical β c , a solution to the constraints (3.9) leads to a zero in the distribution.
For β > β c (i.e. at low temperatures), the single-cut solution will no longer be non-negative everywhere and the correct solution is necessarily disconnected. From the physical discussion of the external potential above, it is clear that the distribution will disconnect at the origin.
Therefore, the critical temperature can be determined from the condition that ρ(0) = 0:
For example, in the case of a monomial potentialV (x) = v n x 2n we can solve (3.9) and (3.10) explicitly to obtain the critical temperature
Within this class of models, T c /v n increases monotonically from T c = v 2 at n = 2 to
In this limit the critical temperature increases exponentially with n. The width of the distribution at the critical point in these models is a 2 = 4 3 1+n n , which remains finite as n → ∞. It is simple to determine the critical temperature numerically for more general models with polynomial potentials (but still with a single minimum, at the origin).
Once a connected distribution of singular values ceases to exist, one must look for a disconnected 'two cut' solution. The solution can be found as in e.g. [11] , and can be written as 
14)
The constants a, b andμ are determined through the two constraints
as well as the condition that dxρ(x)x 2 = 1. This last integral can be done in closed form and the constraint becomes
The appearance of a disconnected singular value distribution at β c leads to a third order large N quantum phase transition [2, 3, 11] . We can see this explicitly as follows. The energy is given by
This integral is easily evaluated on the single cut solution. It can also be evaluated on the two cut solution, in terms of sums of hypergeometric functions, similarly to (3.17) . For the case of a monomial potentialV (x) = v n x 2n , with critical temperature T c given by (3.11), the energy just above and just below the transition is thereby found to be
The second derivative of the energy with respect to temperature is seen to be discontinuous at the critical temperature. There is no symmetry breaking associated to this phase transition. It is a topological transition with a topological order parameter given by the number of components of the large N distribution. We will discuss this order parameter further in §4.2 below.
Potentials with several minima and the 1 → 3 transition
When the potential had a single minimum, the topological transition was driven purely by the spherical constraint. This constraint prevented the singular values from accumulating at the origin at low temperatures. When the potential has several minima, however, there are minima away from zero already inV (x). This leads to a slightly different topological transition. For concreteness, we will focus on models with two terms such that
Here, we choose v n+1 > 0 so that the function indeed has a pair of minima away from the origin. To see what kind of topological transition is expected to arise, we can solve for the low temperature distribution. The external potential will overcome the repulsion between singular values (as previously in the 1 → 2 transition), and so we look for a distribution of the form
We are now allowing for some singular values to be at the origin because we will see shortly thatμ = − β 2x V (x ) > 0 at low temperatures. The constraint dxx 2 ρ(x) = 1 implies that x 2 = 1/(2s ). The fraction s of singular values away from the origin is determined by minimizing the total energy E = N 2 dxρ(x)V (x). This gives
This solution is valid so long as x ≥ 1, ensuring that the weight of the delta function at the origin is positive. When this condition is not satisfied, the energy is minimized by setting x = 1, and there is no delta function at the origin. This case reduces to that in the previous section. However, when x > 1, the zero temperature distribution has three connected components as in (3.21) . This leads us to anticipate -in these cases -a topological transition 1 → 3 in which the high temperature connected distribution breaks into three separate components. We proceed to consider this case in more detail.
The high temperature distribution is again given by (3.8). However, the transition now occurs at β c = 1/T c such that there is a point x c (typically away from the origin) with ρ(x c ) = ρ (x c ) = 0. These two equations can be solved (e.g. numerically) for β c and x c .
Below the critical temperature, the distribution takes the three-cut form 
This is the action (3.2), together with Lagrange multipliers Γ α enforcing the filling fraction constraints f α = Cα dxρ(x). Here, C α denotes the three disconnected supports in order of increasing x.
Due to the normalization constraint α f α = 1 and the symmetry constraint
we can rewrite the action functional in terms of f 2 alone:
In order to solve for ρ, we now minimize (3.25) with respect to all of its arguments. The condition ∂S ∂f 2 = 0 gives
The n polynomial coefficients of Q(x) and the parameters a, b, c, iµ =μ are fixed by (3.26) together with the n + 3 constraints that follow from imposing the asymptotic behavior of the resolvent
The leading 1/x behavior is familiar from standard cases (see e.g. [6] ). The subleading 1/x 3 behavior is equivalent to imposing the spherical constraint that ρ(x)x 2 dx = 1. This follows from expanding the resolvent
These constraints can be solved numerically and the large N three cut distribution can be determined. In Fig. 2 we have seen that the matrix integral result obtained in this way matches the Monte Carlo simulation of Ising spins, below the topological transition temperature and above the glass transition temperature. The topological transition leads to a third order non-analyticity in the energy at T c , similarly to the 1 → 2 case discussed in the previous subsection.
4 Topological transition in the matrix Ising model
Numerical results
The matrix spin system can be simulated numerically using standard annealed Monte Carlo methods. The output is a thermal ensemble of matrices S aB of spins. These matrices can be used to compute the thermal expectation value of the energy (1.2). Furthermore, the singular values of these matrices can be computed and binned to obtain a thermally averaged symmetrized distribution of singular values. 
Topological Order Parameter
The N = ∞ topological transition is characterized by a change in connectedness of the (symmetrized) distribution of singular values. Let ρ(z) be an analytic continuation of this distribution to the complex plane. Then, an integer quantity that jumps across the topological transition is
Here, Γ is a contour that runs above and below the real axis. We saw in §3 that ρ(z) has a square root branch cut on the real axis along the support of the solution and no further zeros on the real axis. It follows that n counts the number of disconnected components of the distribution on the real axis.
At large but finite N , the notion of connectedness of the distribution is not precisely defined, as the distribution is simply a sum of delta functions. Correspondingly, the transition will be smooth. In practice, however, at large but finite N one can clearly see the topological transition in numerical simulations, as in Fig. 2 above. To define an 'order parameter' that approximates (4.1) and captures these changes at finite N , one must introduce a smeared version of the distribution
The small number N will be specified shortly. This function is not quite ready to be inserted into (4.1), because it contains no zeros on the real axis. The smeared distribution will however fall off rapidly away from the support of the large N distribution. Therefore, the necessary zeros can be introduced by shifting the entire distribution slightly downwards, so that
3)
The small number η N > 0 and the contour Γ N will be specified shortly. The objective is to produce a well-defined quantity n N such that lim N →∞ n N = n. This will allow the topological integer n to be extracted from numerics at large but finite N . In particular, it allows the critical temperature -where n jumps -to be estimated systematically from finite N numerics.
To choose the appropriate N , η N and Γ N , we must understand the location of the poles and the zeros of the smeared distribution ρ N (z) in (4.2) as a function of N . It is easy to see that all zeros and poles of (4.2) are at least a distance N away from the real axis. If, then, the contour Γ N runs above and below the real axis at a distance N /2, the only contribution to (4.3) is from zeros of ρ N (z) − η N on the real axis. We must now define N and η N so that these zeros only occur close to the boundaries of the large N distribution ρ(z).
As N → ∞, the typical spacing between singular values, with our normalization, is ∆λ ∼ N −1 . So long as N ∆λ, so that the individual spikes associated with each singular value are smeared out, the distribution ρ N (z) should uniformly approach the large N distribution ρ(z). We will take N = 2 IQR/ The uniform convergence of the distribution breaks down at the boundaries of the distribution. Expanding (4.2) in N and then taking the large N limit, we can write
close to a boundary λ of the distribution. Therefore, the correction in (4.4) is only small if N |λ − z|. Essentially this is because there are a large number of singular values accumulating close to the boundary of the distribution, and hence at such values of z it is not legitimate to expand (4.2) in N . An accurate approximation to the endpoints can be found by taking a large enough shift η N so that N η 2 N . However, this scaling overestimates the transition temperature at finite N for the following reason. As the transition is approached from above, the distribution vanishes at an interior point x c as ρ(z) ∼ (z − x c ) 2 . The uniform convergence does not break down close to this smoother vanishing and taking a large η N introduces zeros at a higher temperature than necessary. To accurately capture the topological transition temperature, we can take instead a smaller shift, η N ∼ N . While this shift causes the location of outer boundaries of the distribution to be incorrectly identified (for the reason just discussed), this fact does not matter for the topological quantity (4.3).
Nothing interesting is happening with the outer boundaries.
Numerical simulations of the Ising model at some given finite N produce many eigenvalues λ a . By combining several independent Monte Carlo states, we can produce higher quality statistics for the thermally averaged distribution. Given the eigenvalues, we then choose η N ∼ N as specified above and numerically find the zeros of the denominator of (4.3). The number of these zeros determines n N . The results are shown in Fig. 3 . 
Topology competes with glassiness and magnetic order
The matrix description of the spin model does not hold at all temperatures. At low temperatures, the spins can either enter a glassy [1] or magnetically ordered [7] state, neither of which is captured by large N matrices. If the transition to glassiness or ordering occurs at a temperature above the topological transition temperature T c , then the topological transition is not realized in the spin model. We will now explain why these phases are outside of the matrix description and determine when they arise.
Magnetic order
When the potentialV (x) is unbounded below, i.e. if the highest order term in the polynomial has a negative coefficient, the singular values want to fly off to infinity. While the constraint dxρ(x)x 2 = 1 doesn't allow this, a solution to this constraint equation ceases to exist below a critical temperature. However, this fact is pre-empted by a first order phase transition at much higher temperatures, in which magnetically ordered configurations of Ising spins dominate the spin partition function [7] . Specifically, consider a matrix of Ising spins with all spins up: S aB = +1. From (1.2), this configuration has energy (let −|v n | be the coefficient of the highest order term)
The contribution of the lower order terms in the potential is subleading at large N . Due to the invariance of the Hamiltonian under flipping rows or columns of spins, there are g 0 = 2 2N −1 matrices of spins with the same energy. These configurations can be contrasted with the order 2 N 2 matrix integral configurations which have energies of order N 2 . The first order large N transition therefore occurs at
where the low energy (4.5) overcomes the higher entropy of the matrix integral configurations. While these low energy states do not all have conventional ferromagnetic order, they can be characterized by a certain correlation between four spins at arbitrary separation [7] .
It is clear that the magnetically ordered states are outside of the matrix integral saddle point. The ordered spin matrices have a single nonzero singular value of order N , in contrast to the singular values of order √ N in the matrix integral. This is the simplest way in which the spin softening in §2 can break down: there can be alternate configurations in the Ising partition function that dominate over the self-consistent matrix integral saddle. It is easy, however, to avoid this ordering by considering potentials that are bounded below.
Glassiness
A more ubiquitous breakdown of spin softening occurs due to glassiness at low temperatures [1] . The manifestation of glassiness in Fig. 1 was that the energy of the Ising configurations ceases to vary with temperature below some T gl . The distribution of singular values is also seen to freeze below this temperature. The interpretation of the glassy transition in the spin model is therefore the familiar one: the energy landscape is extremely complex at low temperatures, with many local minima, and the system becomes trapped in a metastable minimum. In the matrix description, in contrast, we see as in Fig.1 For models with a monomial potentialV (x) = v n x 2n , the onset of glassiness at T gl occurs below the topological transition temperature T c in (3.11) only for n = 2 and n = 3. For n = 2 we find T gl ≈ 0.5, while T c = 1. For n = 3, T gl ≈ 1.2 − 1.5 while T c ≈ 2.1. For n ≥ 4, we find T gl > T c and hence the singular value distribution freezes before disconnecting, and there is no topological transition. The two temperatures are quite close for n = 4, but become increasingly different at larger n. For example, for n = 6 we find T gl ≈ 10 − 15 while 
Exact ground states
Following [1, 13] we can establish in certain cases that the minimum energy attained by the matrix integral is in fact the ground state energy of the spin system. In these cases the exact ground states can be constructed, despite the presence of glassiness. When N = 2 k , with k integral, one can easily construct matrices of spins S ⊥ with mutually orthogonal rows:
The energy of such a configuration with the Hamiltonian (1.2) is immediately evaluated as E = N 2V (1). This agrees with the zero temperature matrix energy found in §3.2 for potentials with a single minimum at the origin. Indeed, it is the ground state energy of the spin system when all of the coefficients in the potential v n ≥ 0. This is because the energy of the configuration attains the lower bound
In the last step we used the fact that each spin squares to 1. We will see what happens when one or more of the v n are negative shortly. Finally, the spin matrices S ⊥ obeying 4.7
have singular values ± √ N and therefore correspond to the low temperature distribution
The above construction can be generalized to the case when some terms in the potential are negative. Consider for example potentials of the form (3.20) . We would like to construct matrices of spins with the singular value distribution (3.21). Let S be a 2 l × 2 l dimensional matrix with entries all equal to one, similar to the magnetically ordered matrices we considered in §4.3.1. Now let S ⊥ be a 2 k−l × 2 k−l dimensional matrix with mutually orthogonal rows as in (4.7). Here k ≥ l. Then construct the N × N matrix, with N = 2 k ,
The matrix SS T is then seen to be block diagonal, with 2 k−l blocks each given by the 2 l × 2 l dimensional matrix S S T , times the number 2 k−1 . This matrix has eigenvalue 0 with multiplicity N − 2 k−l and singular value 2 k+l with multiplicity 2 k−l . Thus we obtain the distribution (3.21) with 2s = 2 −l and x = 2 l/2 . As in §3.3, s and hence l are to be determined by minimizing the energy on this set of configurations.
These microscopic configurations give a sense of what the matrix Ising model 'wants' to do at low temperatures. Loosely put, positive terms in the potential are minimized by spin matrices with orthogonal rows, while negative terms are minimized by highly degenerate matrices. A balance between these two tendencies is achieved with tensor product matrices such as (4.8). For general N = 2 k , orthogonality cannot be perfectly realized. In all cases where magnetic ordering does not occur, a glassy phase intervenes and these exact low energy states cannot be reached. For example, for N = 2 4 , the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm we are employing finds the true ground state for monomial potentials with n = 2, 3, 4. For N = 2 5 however, the algorithm fails to find the true ground state. This supports the intuition that the glassy states become long-lived in the large N limit. In fact, by increasing n at fixed N = 2 5 , we observe a parametric growth in the energy of the glassy states, even though the true ground state remains at E = v n N 2 .
Discussion
Spin softening describes the emergence of continuous degrees of freedom from an underlying discrete dynamics. It is believed that an analogous phenomenon underpins several important aspects of gravitational physics, most notably the finiteness of the Bekenstein-Hawking black hole entropy. Systems in which the self-erasure of discreteness can be demonstrated explicitly can serve as useful toy models for this physics. Indeed, the steps in the spin softening theorem of §2 -in particular the introduction of collective fields built from the spins -have some similarity to those used in solving the SYK model for black hole dynamics (e.g. [14] ). This is not a coincidence, as both have a common ancestry in methods used to study spin glasses [8, 15] .
To connect more deeply with gravitational dynamics, it would be necessary to extend these methods to quantum spin systems. Some first steps in this direction were taken in [9] .
It was found that a straightforward generalization of the spin softening does not go through in the quantum case. We explain this in Appendix C, where we show how several of the steps in the spin softening logic can be adapted to the quantum case. In a nutshell, the problem is the following: The propagator P of the w fields in §2 is bilocal in time in the quantum case, P ab (t, t ), and the corresponding constraint removing the non-singlet terms is also bilocal in time. However, the variables µ a only depend on a single time. There is not enough freedom in the µ a (t) functions to satisfy the bilocal in time constraints.
Nonetheless, softening in quantum spin systems is ubiquitous at continuous quantum critical points [16] . Such critical points are characterized by the presence of many excitations at energies parametrically below the microscopic spin flip energy scale. The 'slow' dynamics of these degrees of freedom is often described by continuous quantum mechanical theories.
This brings us to the main topic of our paper, which is the existence of topological phase transitions in matrix Ising models. It is well known that phase transitions in matrix quantum mechanics are associated to emergent gapless degrees of freedom. That fact underpins the emergence of spacetime in lower dimensional string theories [17] .
In [9] a matrix quantum mechanics theory was proposed to describe the critical excitations near a quantum topological transition in a transverse field matrix Ising system. However, it was not shown that this topological transition actually occurred in the model studied. The main complication is the presence of competing glassy phases, as in the classical models we have discussed in this paper. However, in this paper we have understood how, by extending the spin softening theorem to a larger family of matrix Ising models, the topological transition can be favored over glassiness. It is of interest to revisit the quantum systems, perhaps together with quantum Monte Carlo simulations, to identify a quantum critical point within this class of theories.
Finally, in a different direction, there are rich connections between matrix dynamics, string theory and the geometry of Riemann surfaces (e.g. [18, 19] ). The integer (4.1) is an impoverished proxy for the genus of a Riemann surface associated to the distribution of singular values. It is possible that a more thorough connection to those ideas will reveal a richer topological structure in the different phases of the large N matrix Ising models, as is common in other instances of topological order [20] .
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A Proof of σ-Propagator Scaling
It was crucial to the proof of spin softening in §2 to understand the N scaling of σ. Since our action is not quadratic in G, we cannot analytically integrate it out to obtain the effective action for σ and hence read off its N scaling. In this Appendix we will obtain the effective action order by order in σ. For simplicity we will work with the case of a monomial potential
To make analytic progress on the G integral, we add and subtract a Gaussian term 
For simplicity of notation, define new variables
In terms of A, B, theG integral takes a nice form that facilitates standard Feynman diagram calculations:
The connected diagrams are in general tedious to compute. But fortunately we only care about the scaling of these diagrams with N, βv n . We warm up by computing these scalings in the m = 1 term: In the previous computation, we have already shown that at lowest order, cases (2) and (3) give the correct N scaling. At higher orders, one can check explicitly that the scaling doesn't change. The calculation is not very enlightening, so we will not include it. Case (1), however, appears for the first time in m = 2, where we have the cross term AB c . Now let's investigate how AB c generates something proportional to tr σ 2 :
(A.6)
Notice that because we have n factors ofG, we get n/2 propagators ( N βvn ) n/2 . The factor of N n/2−1 comes from the n/2 − 1 loops 3 . We therefore recover the same N, βv n scaling as in cases (2) and (3).
The second observation concerns higher order terms in the effective action. Given that the Gaussian part of the action goes as −N tr σ 2 , we claim that all terms involving tr σ k must come with a prefactor of N in order for the free energy to be extensive. For example, using −N tr σ 2 as the quadratic term, N tr σ 4 ∝ N · ( This combinatorial pattern remains true for all k, thus validating our claim.
Using these observations, we can establish the form of the effective action and the desired scaling of the σ propagator:
Proposition A.1. The effective action for σ generated from theG integral has the following structure:
Where C comes from resumming all the σ-independent terms in the perturbative expansion.
In addition, the dressed propagator under the full effective action has the same βv n , N scaling as the bare propagator.
Proof. The form of the effective action follows directly from the scaling of connected dia-
that we have already established. The only new thing that we need to check is that the dressed propagator for σ generated by the effective action always scales as
Suppose we expand the non-Gaussian terms in the effective action. Then when we calculate the propagator σ ij σ kl , we encounter terms like:
Since the bare propagator is (βvn) 2/n N and we have k + 1 factors of the propagator, this term evaluates to something proportional to
where k − 1 is the number of loops. Therefore:
The same proof works for any term that can appear in the expansion (cross terms can be handled in a similar way). Thus, the dressed propagator has the same N scaling as the bare propagator.
In conclusion, the effective action for σ generates a dressed propagator that scales as
. This is precisely the scaling needed to satisfy the first part of condition (2.5).
B A distinct class of Hamiltonians
In this Appendix we show that the steps in §2 can be adapted to a distinct class of Hamiltonians:
After introduction of G, σ fields, we can rewrite the partition function in a form similar to that appearing in (2.1):
The final term here is the same as for the model considered in the main text, and hence (2.2) can again be used. It remains to establish the scaling of σ that follows from the G integral. We will now see that this scaling is the same as for the previous model.
The G integral factorizes because
To extract the N scaling of various quantities, we can define new variablesḠ ab = G ab √ N and σ ab = √ N σ ab , so that the integral for each factor simplifies to
Treating the last line as an effective action for σ ab , we can compute the mean and variance of σ under the effective action. By symmetry the mean is zero, while the variance
This is the same scaling for ∆σ ab as for the model considered in the main text, and hence the condition (2.5) that needs to be imposed to drop the non-singlet terms (in the w integral)
is the same.
The remaining steps all proceed as in §2, again leading to
where now U is given by (B.1). We have verified (B.6) numerically for this class of models, by matching the energies as a function of temperature (analogously to Fig. 1 
C Remarks on Quantum Generalizations
The transverse field matrix Ising Hamiltonian is
Here V is as in (1.2) in the main text. The quantum disordering transverse field term H 0 has been added at each site. This term preserves the symmetries of the classical Ising model [9] .
To obtain a path integral expression for the partition function, a Suzuki-Trotter decomposition can be used. The Euclidean time direction is divided into M segments of length = β/M 1. In terms of a basis of states |S that are eigenvectors of S z aB one has:
is proportional to the effective energy cost of a spin flip (this term is obtained in a standard way by expanding e − H 0 to first order in ) and S aB (m) denotes the sum over all spin configurations S aB (m) = ±1.
Introducing G, σ fields for the spin variables S aB (m) yields, performing manipulations similar to in §2, Using (C.6) in (C.4), and taking the continuum limit → 0 with time t = m fixed, the effective path integral takes a form that is reminiscent of (2.4):
dtdt w a (t)(σ −1 − K) ab (t, t )w a (t ) + nonsinglets .
(C.8)
In the continuum limit,
is the thermal propagator of a harmonic oscillator with thermal mass proportional to h.
More precisely:
Following manipulations in the main text, we can expand the nonsinglet terms in (C. 8) and Wick contract using the propagator:
P ab (t, t ) = 1 σ −1 − K ab (t, t ) = σ 1 − Kσ ab (t, t ) . (C.11)
A scaling argument similar to that used to establish (2.5) shows that for a = b P ab (t, t ) ∼ 1 √ N .
(C.12)
At this point, one would like to choose µ a (t) so that for all a, t, t :
P aa (t, t ) = 0 . (C.13)
If we can satisfy these constraints and thus drop the nonsinglet terms, we can obtain a matrix quantum mechanics by integrating back out the G, σ fields, just as we did in §2. We would obtain
. (C.14)
Recall from (C.10) that K −1 is a local in time operator, and so this is the partition function of a constrained matrix quantum mechanics.
It thus suffices to establish the constraint in (2.5). A priori, this seems impossible because µ(t) is a local in time Lagrange multiplier, while P aa (t, t ) = 0 is a bilocal constraint.
However, for the case of n = 2 considered in [9] the expectation values P aa (t, t ) under the G, σ path integral are time independent up to third order in βv 4 , and the constraints P aa (t, t ) = 0 are exactly enforced by the saddle point equations for µ(t) under the µ(t) path integral (analogously to what happened in the classical case in the main text). This low order 'miracle' explains the matching of ground state energies for the spin and matrix models to third order in perturbation theory, noted in [9] . Beyond third order, the constraint equations P aa (t, t ) = 0 become genuinely bilocal in time and µ(t) no longer has enough degrees of freedom to enforce all the constraints.
This argument leaves open the hope that we can go in the reverse direction: start with a matrix quantum mechanics with some bilocal constraint, and adjust the constraint carefully to match the transverse field Ising model to all orders in perturbation theory. It turns out that this reverse direction is also impossible because the diagrammatic expansion for the transverse field Ising model involves integrals over multi-local functions in time. For example, at 2n-th order in perturbation theory, one encounters a diagram involving the correlator 
